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Discovery does do is to tell a series of wonderful stories But DNA molecules are very, very long: at a full turn
in a way that will help students understand the allure of of the double helix every 34 A˚, replication by unwinding
the scientific enterprise and the passion with which the seemed to present an insuperable problem in applied
best researchers approach their work. Having read and topology. Watson and especially Crick, confident that
enjoyed every one of Lewis’ “windows” on the life sci- the structure was too good to be false, shrugged the
ences, I wouldn’t be a bit surprised if twenty or thirty objection off. Max Delbru¨ck, though equally enamored
years from now some of our most creative life scientists of the structure, seized upon the difficulty. In the small
trace their passion for research to this little paperback, world of the nascent molecular biology (some two-score
assigned for their first college course. They might not scientists), Delbru¨ck was the theoretician and had been
remember its title or the name of its author, but I would the mentor of many, including Watson. His style was
bet that they will never forget the view it gave them of ever skeptical—a good part of his intellectual and psy-
science. chological dominance. Untwiddling, he called the diffi-
culty, and he picked at it persistently and loudly. He
Kenneth R. Miller even urged that there ought to be a similar structure
Brown University where the two helices were not intertwined but lay side-
Providence, Rhode Island 02912 by-side, fitting into each other’s groove.
Not yet shown was how, exactly, the chemical compo-
nents of a DNA molecule behave during replication—
where they go. Perhaps the entire molecule replicatedUntwiddledee and Untwiddledum
without untwiddling. Perhaps Watson and Crick were
right and each strand reproduced its complementary
opposite, which would mean that in the first generation,Meselson, Stahl, and the Replication of DNA: A History
each daughter helix would contain one strand intactof the “Most Beautiful Experiment in Biology”
from the original. Perhaps the strands broke into bits,By Frederic Lawrence Holmes
with daughter helices put together in some other way.New Haven, CT and London: Yale University Press
Gunther Stent, an acolyte of Delbru¨ck’s, termed these(2001). 416 pp. $45.00
conservative, semiconservative, and dispersive replica-
tion. He favored the conservative mode—no untwid-
dling—and worked to demonstrate it.In 1941, in a vigorously imaginative book, New Paths in
Watson and Crick’s second paper, five weeks afterGenetics, the English geneticist John Burdon Sanderson
the first that marvelous spring of 1953, proposed thatHaldane wondered, among much else, how the self-
DNA functions as the gene by the sequence of the fourreproduction of the gene could be demonstrated:
kinds of bases dictating the sequence of amino acids—“How can one distinguish between model and copy?
not yet a settled number of kinds—in a protein chain.Perhaps you could use heavy nitrogen atoms in the food
To figure out exactly how this was done was called thesupplied to your cell, hoping that the ‘copy’ genes would
coding problem. George Gamow saw this paper andcontain it while the models did not.”
that summer wrote to them in Cambridge, suggestingFifteen years later, and four years after the publication
an approach based on the physical geometry of DNA,by James Watson and Francis Crick of the structure
the holes or slots among the bases along the wideof DNA, Matthew Meselson and Frank Stahl performed
groove of the helix, into which he supposed amino acidsessentially that experiment.
would fit. Gamow was a physicist of deep originality andYet the course of true science rarely runs straight. We
flamboyant enthusiasms. Among his papers was the oneall know this: but to demonstrate the truism in full detail
in 1946 that established what Fred Hoyle later christenedis the burden of Frederic Lawrence Holmes’s book about
the Big Bang. His approach to coding was mistaken butthe genesis of the Meselson-Stahl experiment.
stimulating. Its first consequence was that the day theyOn stumbling across that passage in Haldane, in 1976
received the letter, Crick sat down with Watson, overwhile writing about the experiment myself, I wrote to
lunch at the Eagle pub, and sorted out by chemical firstMeselson. “No, I do not recall ever seeing the aston-
principles the list of twenty essential amino acids thatishing words of J.B.S. Haldane quoted in your letter,”
DNA specifies. Crick was emerging as the next theoristhe answered, on the 8th of May. “I got the book from the
of molecular biology: his style was attack, chopping uplibrary to see if anything about it would jog my memory.
problems and solving them.Nothing did.”
That second paper also offered a mechanism of muta-The moment Watson and Crick got the structure of
genesis, namely, a mistake during replication where oneDNA, four problems presented themselves: replication,
of the bases mispaired, putting the wrong partner in thecoding, mutations, and the structure and function of
newly forming opposite chain. It was known that theRNA. As was instantly recognized, the beauty of the
base 5-bromouracil, not found in nature but an analogmolecule—the parsimonious elegance of the double-
of thymine, if supplied in the culture medium duringhelical structure—lay in the pairing by which each of the
bacteriophage replication, could be incorporated ran-four kinds of bases on one strand joins by hydrogen
domly into DNA instead of thymine; one result was anbonds its uniquely specific complement on the other
increase in mutation rates. Perhaps experiments withstrand, adenine to thymine, cytosine to guanine. The
5-BU offered a way to demonstrate mismatching as mu-first paper pointed out that this immediately suggested
tagenesis. Stent surmised that this route might also pen-the way the molecule reproduces, by rupturing those
etrate to the mode of replication.bonds, opening the two strands, and assembling on
each the complementary sequence of the other. Even before the structure was resolved, Watson and
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Crick had had reason to believe that DNA functions as problem of replication was doing. He does not mark
trails false until the participants recognized that theythe gene through an RNA intermediate. On a sheet of
paper mounted above his desk at the Cavendish Labora- were so: Stent’s attempts to get at replication with 5-BU,
for example, Holmes treats fully and with sympathy, andtory, Watson had written the legend DNA → RNA →
protein. This was the simple version of what Crick, later, even Watson’s dancing around RNA he observes with
cool amusement. The narrative is thus pinch-shaped,in 1957 labeled the Central Dogma, and though Holmes
doesn’t say so, it was the conceptual link uniting the narrowing down at last to the specifics of Meselson’s
work and Stahl’s, then broadening to consider the re-problems thrown up by the structure of DNA. Moving
to the California Institute of Technology as a post-doc ception of the paper.
To Holmes’s evident delight, Meselson in particularin the fall of 1953, puffed up with the success of model-
building with DNA, Watson proposed to get the structure kept his notebooks with obsessive care. The conse-
quences are perverse. Seduced by the opportunity,of RNA by similar methods. In two years of tinkering, he
failed. The problem was not yet tractable. They little Holmes swamps the analyses with detail. Thus, early
on, he introduces the “workbook, serial number 786,”knew RNA’s multiple functions and forms. “It was just
a mess,” Crick said in an interview. which Meselson opened in August of 1956. Meselson
was completing his doctorate as a physical chemist,This was the intellectual and social setting in which
Matthew Meselson and Frank Stahl, at Caltech, took on under Linus Pauling. Sometime earlier, after hearing with
skepticism a lecture by a glamorous visitor, Jacquesthe problem of determining the mode of replication of
DNA. Holmes lays out that setting and then the exact Monod from the Institut Pasteur in Paris, he had con-
ceived the general idea of labeling with a heavy isotope.course of their research. At the climax, they grew E. coli
in a medium with heavy nitrogen to label the DNA, then Now, he determined to teach himself the necessary biol-
ogy, and began to read—massively. For 41 consecutiveswitched to ordinary nitrogen for one generation, ex-
tracted the DNA, suspended it in a cesium-chloride solu- pages, Holmes presents each successive source that
Meselson consulted, explicating every possible refer-tion—close in density to DNA itself—and spun it in an
ultracentrifuge until the cesium chloride became more ence, demonstrating or surmising what Meselson
learned from each and where each took him. This wasconcentrated toward the bottom of the tube. In this
gradient, two bands showed, helices both-strands-light not even a lab notebook. Further, in collaborating with
the scientists over the notebooks, he has become al-and helices one-strand-light. Ergo, untwiddling takes
place. Replication is semiconservative. John Cairns, most a colleague, too often explaining the steps as
though to others in the lab rather than to a larger, lesswho was present during the action, characterized this
in an interview in 1974 as “the most beautiful experiment informed audience.
Though rarely, Holmes nods and gets a detail wrong.in biology.” The road to it was not particularly scenic.
For decades now, among historians of science, a spe- The one that perhaps matters is his belief that in building
the model of DNA, Watson and Crick utilized Erwin Char-cialty has been growing: the close reading of laboratory
and other notebooks to tease out the steps and missteps gaff’s observation, back in 1949, that in DNA from a
variety of creatures, the molar ratios of adenine to thy-of scientists. Stillman Drake and a number of Italian
scholars have sweated the papers of Galileo. Innumera- mine and of guanine to cytosine are near unity. By all
accounts, however, the complementary base-pairingble historians have mined away at the notebooks of
Newton and of Darwin. Six years ago, Gerald Geison emerged from the model: Watson got it by playing with
cardboard cutouts of the shapes of the bases; only thenpublished a meticulous and arresting book, The Private
Science of Louis Pasteur, based on a decade of intense did Crick and he go back to see what Chargaff had
written; and even so, they distrusted the biochemistryscrutiny of the master’s notebooks, comparing their
content with Pasteur’s public statements and published for several weeks more. (Examination of all papers pro-
duced by Chargaff or others in his lab from 1949 towork.
In this industry, Larry Holmes is acknowledged mas- the structure resolution shows that he never saw in his
1-to-1 ratios a complementary or structural conse-ter. Analyzing notebooks, he has elucidated the scien-
tific processes of Lavoisier. In years of conversations quence.) If Holmes’s version were correct, Chargaff
would be justified in his long bitterness over denial ofwith Hans Krebs, in which they read his notebooks to-
gether, he produced the definitive account of the map- credit.
Holmes’s method at its best recreates the often baf-ping of the major pathways of cellular metabolism. Now,
he has applied the method to Meselson and Stahl— fling reality of science in the doing, the fog of battle. In
a chief instance, he elaborates from the notebooks anotebooks of the mid-fifties gone over, nearly forty years
later, with their authors, page by page, diagram by dia- detour that occupied Meselson and Stahl for months:
they hoped themselves to use 5-bromouracil, it beinggram, often line by line, and conflated with recollections
and indeed some notebooks of other scientists, together heavier than thymine, to label phage DNA in a density
gradient. It didn’t work. They turned to heavy nitrogen.with a range of correspondence and, of course, pub-
lished work. At the same time, they switched from phage to bacteria.
(As a conceptual leap this was curiously difficult—moreHolmes is no Whig historian. For the general scientific
reader, his greatest virtue is his scrupulous care not to so than Holmes quite realizes. The group around Del-
bru¨ck was committed to phage almost ideologically, andview the developments in the light of what we under-
stand now. If you didn’t know what approach succeeded bacteria were used by Frenchmen.) Later in the analysis,
discussing the various photographs, taken over weeks,at last, if you were interested in the science at all, you’d
be reading a suspense novel. In particular, he starts of centrifuge cells showing the bands of DNA that the
gradient established or failed to establish, Meselsonwith a broad account of what everyone interested in the
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recalled that one had shown three bands, produced ples of versatility in response to DNA alterations are the
frequent collapse of DNA replication forks encounteringby a mix-up in the experimental procedure. No such
endogenous damage in normal proliferating cells, whichphotograph was among the preserved set. To avoid
necessitates resolution by specific recombinational re-forcing the interpretation, Holmes constructs three alter-
pair processes, and the existence of multiple cellularnative explanations of the discrepancy—and it’s a pretty
DNA polymerases designed for nonprocessive transle-piece of reasoning. Unfortunately, it collapses. On read-
sion synthesis rather than for rapid replication.ing this passage, I called Meselson to tell him where to
Errol Friedberg made a major contribution to the DNAfind the missing evidence: on New Years Day, 1948,
repair field in the 1980s by integrating all the disparatewhen six friends who had been undergraduates at the
information on the topic into a highly readable and au-University of Chicago had got together after ten years,
thoritative monograph, and the extensively revised 1995he had shown us a photo that included the three-band
version of DNA Repair and Mutagenesis by Friedberg,image and had described the experiment—several
Walker, and Siede remains the best introduction to themonths before publication.
field. But the information in that book is now over 6Yes, detail is the essence of Holmes’s method; and,
years old, and does not cover a large body of recentyes, here his extreme preoccupation with detail is the
advances. Nickoloff and Hoekstra edited a two-volumemethod’s undoing. At the local level, it produces a style
multiauthor set on DNA Damage and Repair in 1998,that is smooth but ambling, with no tension. More gener-
which contained much useful and novel information, butally, he offers far too little consideration of the implica-
suffered from the usual problem with such collections oftions of his method and its results, this time around, for
chapters that some subjects were rather better coveredour understanding of how scientific research works. The
than others.method is powerful. The result is monumental. Readers
The present volume of DNA Damage and Repair com-already well versed in the science may be engrossed.
plements and extends the two previous ones. In myMeselson says he will reread and return to it with remi-
opinion, the most valuable components of this book areniscent pleasure. Most will find it stupefying.
comprehensive reviews of DNA repair in systems whichNor does Holmes consider what he surely knows, that
have been underexploited with regard to this area ofthe method could hardly be used at all inclusively today.
research. These particular reviews should also have aThe scientific world he describes, less than fifty years
longer shelf life than the valiant attempts to cover verygone, was almost unimaginably small, the work clear in
fast-moving fields, such as the interplay between DNAconcept, simple in method, the ambitions vast, and all
repair and telomere preservation, or the roles of theof that far remote to those who were not there.
breast cancer tumor suppressor genes BRCA1 and
BRCA2 in recombinational repair. Thus, a detailed re-
view of DNA double-strand breaks and mismatches inHorace Freeland Judson
Drosophila melanogaster usefully assembles much in-George Washington University
formation that may not be well known among scientistsWashington, DC 20052
working on mammalian systems. The recent completion
of the sequence of the Drosophila genome has not yet
been employed sufficiently by the DNA repair commu-Strategies of Self Defense
nity, and the available elegant genetic approaches pro-
vide complementary insights into the cumbersome work
with DNA repair-deficient knockout mice. For example,
DNA Damage and Repair, Volume III: deletion of the gene encoding the main poly ADP-ribose
Advances from Phage to Humans polymerase (PARP-1) in flies unexpectedly causes a late
Edited by Jac A. Nickoloff embryonic lethal phenotype, whereas knockout mice
and Merl F. Hoekstra defective in PARP-1 are viable although they exhibit
Totowa, NJ: Humana Press (2001). 411 pp. chromosomal instability. It seems possible that PARP-1
$135.00 may have taken on a more important role during devel-
opment in flies than in mice, or that mammals have
evolved a backup mechanism such as another PARP
Inherited information is vulnerable, because DNA is rela- not present in Drosophila. But another remaining expla-
tively exposed both at the surface of nucleosomes in nation for the apparent discrepancy between flies and
the chromatin of eukaryotes and also in the nuclear mice might be that the available mouse knockouts retain
bodies of bacteria. A variety of endogenous and environ- and express trace amounts of the catalytic domain of
mental DNA-damaging agents pose a continuous threat the protein.
to the integrity of genomes. Many of these remain insuffi- A short chapter on DNA repair in phage-infected bac-
ciently characterized; even professional radiobiologists teria also highlights information relevant to other sys-
often have difficulties in coming to grips with the simple tems. Phage T4 and T7 have been hugely important
fact that ionizing radiation induces the formation of more model systems for the clarification of general mecha-
base lesions than strand breaks in cellular DNA. nisms of DNA replication, and various T4 Uvs gene prod-
A variety of excision or reversal processes exist to ucts and related factors could perhaps similarly improve
remove the plethora of potentially mutagenic or cyto- our basic understanding of homologous recombination.
toxic DNA lesions, and the various subpathways of An authoritative review describes the intriguing prop-
repair and their backup mechanisms are becoming in- erties of the components of the central hMre11-hRad50
recombination complex, and the humble origins of theircreasingly complicated. Recently characterized exam-
